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Ship-shaped Offshore Installations: Design, Building, and OperationCambridge University Press, 2007
Ship-shaped offshore units are some of the more economical systems for the development of offshore oil and gas, and are often preferred in marginal fields. These systems are especially attractive to develop oil and gas fields in deep and ultra-deep water areas and remote locations away from existing pipeline infrastructures. Recently, the...
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Cathodic Protection for Reinforced Concrete StructuresCRC Press, 2018

	
		The use of steel in concrete has increased massively in the last century,
	
		and it is now one of the most commonly used building materials
	
		on earth (second to water in usage by mankind). The biggest
	
		durability problem with structures of this material is corrosion of
	
		the steel reinforcement. The cause of this...
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Design of Structural SteelworkRoutledge, 1998
This second edition of Design of Structural Steelwork presents the essential design aspects of steel as a structural material. It has been carefully revised and updated to provide a modern introduction to the subject, assuming only a basic knowledge of structural analysis and solid mechanics.

Instruction in structural design has...
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AutoCAD Workbook for Architects and EngineersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
This practical step-by-step guide - designed for use at your computer - gives clear, compact instructions and self-test exercises to help you learn 2-D drawing using AutoCAD. The text is written for use on all AutoCAD releases from 2000 to 2008. 

Computer-aided drawing is a skill that every student in architecture, engineering, the trades...
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Fire Safety Engineering, Second Edition: Design of StructuresButterworth-Heinemann, 2006
.Design methods based on the fire sections of the new Structural Eurocodes

.Worked calculations and examples clearly illustrate the effect of temperature rise and structural performance of structural elements

.Essential reading for Structural Engineers, Building Designers, Architects, Fire Engineers and Building Control...
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Core Security Patterns: Best Practices and Strategies for J2EE(TM), Web Services, and Identity ManagementPrentice Hall, 2005
Core Security Patterns is the hands-on practitioner™s guide to building robust end-to-end security into J2EE™ enterprise applications, Web services, identity management, service provisioning, and personal identification solutions. Written by three leading Java security architects, the patterns-driven approach...
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On Shear Behavior of Structural Elements Made of Steel Fiber Reinforced Concrete (Springer Theses)Springer, 2014

	This book sheds light on the shear behavior of Fiber Reinforced Concrete (FRC) elements, presenting a thorough analysis of the most important studies in the field and highlighting their shortcomings and issues that have been neglected to date. Instead of proposing a new formula, which would add to an already long list, it instead focuses on...
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Exporting: The Definitive Guide to Selling Abroad ProfitablyApress, 2013

	"Delaney's excellent book truly is the definitive guide. It easily and thoroughly explains everything you need to know." Steve Strauss, USA Today


	"Exporting: The Definitive Guide to Selling Abroad Profitably is generously sprinkled with Notes and Tips that deliver concise, insightful bursts of...
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Against All Odds: A NovelDelacorte Books, 2017

	NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The wise, moving new novel from Danielle Steel, whose many bestselling tales have made her one of America’s favorite authorsTaking chances is part of life, but when you bet your future against the odds, it’s a high-risk game. Kate Madison’s stylish resale shop has been a...
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Sea People: The Puzzle of PolynesiaHarper Perennial, 2019

	
		A blend of Jared Diamond’s Guns, Germs, and Steel and Simon Winchester’s Pacific, a thrilling intellectual detective story that looks deep into the past to uncover who first settled the islands of the remote Pacific, where they came from, how they got there, and how we know.

		

		For more...
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Civil Engineering Formulas (Pocket Guide)McGraw-Hill, 2001
INSTANT FINGERTIP ACCESS TO THE CIVIL ENGINEERING FORMULAS YOU NEED!
 This job-simplifying pocket reference contains all the essential formulas and equations civil engineers need for a wide variety of design applications--covering everything from structural analysis to soil mechanics! 

 Popular author and hands-on expert Tyler G. Hicks...
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Composites for Construction: Structural Design with FRP MaterialsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) composite materials have developed into economically and structurally viable construction materials for buildings and bridges over the last 20 years. FRP composite materials used in structural engineering typically consist of glass, carbon, or aramid fibers encased in a matrix of epoxy, polyester, vinylester, or...
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